Upcoming Events

Upcoming Meeting Programs

2006-06-20 -- Books for the Barrios
2006-06-27 -- Presidential Demotion -- FINALLY GET RID of Oscar !!!!
2006-07-11 (President) -- Upcoming Year.
2006-07-18 Cindy Gershen -- "The Wellness Challenge". Help support the kids and seniors of Walnut Creek to become healthy.

For the latest “scoop” on upcoming meeting programs, visit our website and click on the link on the home page: www.rotarywc.org
**Recognitions**

**Earl Wightman** enjoyed a recent trip to Disney World with his grandchildren.

**Dick and Ranae Mortensen** bought a new Lexus and took it on a one-week road trip.

**Sabina Webb** and family enjoyed a nice trip to Austria and Spain.

**Lu Hughes** went to Carmel.

**Russ Anderson** is looking forward to the river cruise from Moscow to St Petersburg later this summer.

**John Milsap** thanked Russ and Carolyn Anderson and Fletcher and Nancy Tyler for the great dinner they purchased at the Crab Feed Auction.

We passed the hat for Lee Schneider’s third grandchild “Alexandra.”

**Birthdays**

Many happy returns of the day to the following Rotarians celebrating birthdays in June: **Mel Bacher, Marv Epstein, Lee Schneider, Sal Flavetta, Walt Youngman, and Nester Karas.**

**Weekend Hosts Needed—July and Early August**

Our club will be sponsoring a CLE intern from Mexico City starting the first week in July and running for 5 weeks. Under this Rotary program the Club is supporting this intern’s visit here to the United States in several ways.

- The club will be offering her a small stipend to cover her weekly expenses while here.
- We are providing her a place to stay; she will be staying with our incoming president Clint and Bev Collier.

We are looking for Rotarians who would be willing to host her for weekend events (as part of the CLE program she will be working during the week). Are you planning a trip, doing something for Rotary, almost anything? This “short term,” one day, hosting is intended to introduce her to our culture and country. If you are planning something and could include her (she will speak English) that would be great! Contact Clint to arrange this.

**Rotary Club of Tokyo--Kohoku Exchange Program**

Our visiting student from Kohoku, Japan, will be coming to visit from late July to early August. Please start identifying some interesting activities which you can invite our visiting guest to enjoy with your family and friends. **Rick Mathews** 925-838-0527, rickm@rotarywc.org is coordinating this year’s visit.

**Sears Point Racing Weekend August 25, 26, 27**

Driver Mimo Gidley and the Cameron racing team will be back racing at Sears Point Aug 25-27, and we have the opportunity to get tickets through **Rick Mathews** 925-838-0527, rickm@rotarywc.org. See Rick NOW.

**New and Proposed Members**

**Neeru Bhutani**, of Palmin Financial Planning, and **Richard Hsu**, Business Development Director, Saybrook Learning Center, , are proposed for membership.

Be sure also to welcome our recently inducted new members: **Mike Gotfried**, California Highway Patrol; and **Bob Travale**, Manager, ISM Instant Sign Maker, Walnut Creek.

Pass along names and contact information for prospects for new members to the Membership committee, care of **Pam Raumer** 925-274-5740 or praumer@rina.com. Thanks to Barry Slavin and Russ Anderson for passing on their leads.

**Invite a Friend or Associate to Try Rotary**

Members are urged to invite their friends and associates to a Rotary luncheon or Rotary event. If your guest has an interest in joining our Club or receiving more information, have them either contact Pamela Raumer at 925-274-5740 or praumer@rina.com or better yet, introduce them to Pamela and she will make sure that they receive the Rotary information packet. There is an inventory of Rotary information and applications at our registration desk at our Tuesday meetings - see Hari or Quentin.

**Sunshine Committee**

**Bob Schroder** is improving and hopes to be back with us soon.

**Doug Goodrich** is having transfusion cancer treatments, and would welcome calls from Club members.

Help the Club send good will wishes and support for Rotarians and spouses recovering from surgery or experiencing prolonged illness. Contact **Lee Schneider** 925-837-9453 lees@rotarywc.org.

**Get Your Rotary Announcements in the Bulletin:**

Our regular publishing deadline is Sunday night. You can phone your bulletin announcements to **John McClintic** by 9:00pm on Sunday to be sure to be included. Call John at 930-7352 and leave your message on the answering machine, or fax to 925-945-8932, or email to johnm@rotarywc.org.